
Ponies on the Delta V
Dressage Test

Team:
Judge:

Test Directives Points Remarks

1

A

X

C

Enter in walk.

Halt. Salute/acknowledge
judge. Proceed down
centerline in walk.

Track to the left.

Balance & straightness, uniformity of stride.

Smoothness of transition. Immobility at halt.
Eye contact with judge before proceeding.

Balance & straightness.

2

H-X-F

F-A-K

Extended trot. Change
direction across long
diagonal of arena.

Track to the right.

Smoothness of transitions, precision through
corners. 

Collection, balance, shortening of
stride.

3

K-B Half pass to the right. Collection, balance, crossing of legs.
Maintainance of proper facing (toward C) and
alignment (toward B).

4

B-H Half pass to the left. Collection, balance, crossing of legs. 
Maintainance of proper facing (toward C) and
alignment (toward H).

5

H

H-C-M

Extended walk.

Track to the right.

Lengthening of stride.

Balance and straightness. Precision through
corners.

6

M

M-X-A

X

Collected canter, right lead.

Begin figure eight through X.

Flying lead change to left lead.

Collection, balance, and precision. Smoothness
of transitions and lead change. Quality of canter
before and after lead change.

7

A-X-H

X

Finish figure eight through X.

Flying lead change to right 
lead.

Collection, balance, and precision. Smoothness
of transitions and lead change. Quality of canter
before and after lead change.

8

H

H-C-M

Extended walk.

Track to the right.

Smoothness of transition. Lengthening of stride.

Balance and straightness. Precision through
corners.

9

B Circle to the right, extended 
trot.

Balance, accuracy, shape and size of circle.

10

F-A Track to the right. Passage. Collection, cadence, balance. Precision through 
corners.

11

A Piaffe 8-10 steps. Regularity. Specific number of steps.

12

A-K

F-A-K

Track to the right. Passage.

Transitions: passage, piaffe,
passage.

Collection, cadence, balance. Precision through
corners.

Maintenance of rhythm throughout.

13

K-X Collected canter, developing
very collected canter toward
X.

Collection and balance.

14

X Pirouette one full revolution
to the right around X. Halt,
facing A.

Straightness, balance. Alignment and duration
of pirouette. Immobility and correct facing
during halt.

15

X-D-A Leave arena in free walk. Balance and straightness.


